18_066: "a period of wind experienced to begin with in a nice autumn day spent
with august on the viking burial ground of uppsala to then experience a worsening
of the weather with relative small wind till at last driving with myrthe down
south and spending the night in ther german boarder with denmark sleeping in the
van by the coast with a strong wind setting in that almost ripped the back door of
the car and finally spending timein the netherlands with light winds experienced
when walking around den haag and delft and also some minor wind experienced back
in sweden during august sutumn vacation"
17_048: "clouds documented in the beginning of the winter living in the stockholm
suburb and hanging out a lot with august particularly after picking him from
school taking small walks around the lake and also going running there and
observing the clouds seeing now a lot of people standing on different animals and
creatures"
15_059: "an okay month despite all the rain and the distance with both august and
myrthe gaining some energy coming to italy and talking to people walking a lot
around venice but also feeling frustrated about the land looking around and don't
really finding anything appealing also sleeping to little but finding moments of
strength to keep up my search and getting really filled from the few but warm days
of sun here"
04_059: "a month with initially quite some clean air but then breathing a lot of
the factory pollution out of my apartment in stockholm particularly during the
autumn holidays spent with august and later breathing better air at his place
despite the morning traffic with parents driving bug cars to leave their kids to
school and finally breathing good air while in venice only inhaling some of the
small ferries pollution and later inhaling a lot of bad traffic air in vicenza
particularly while going around with my mother's car looking for a land and having
to go through small roads with big trucks on my way to the hills and the alps"
09_091: "a month with no so many reports of deaths and very scattered ones from
all over the world with recurrent bus accidents in cantral america and asia but
also bombers in nigeria killing many people for religious reasons as well as an
outbreak of plague in madagascar but few deadly cataclysm beside land slides which
i read of while in italy also submersed in rain"
01_031: "a month started going early to italy and having a lot of activities there
taking many pictures per day mostly due to all the small tasks i had to do for my
mother and all the keys and remote controls i had to use to access the many
different spaces and later going back to sweden and doing a lot of activities
dismantling all my show room to rent my room to a sicilian guy with his girlfriend
and finally going to myrthe's new place in the netherlands and also there doing
quite many activities to help her getting settled particularly putting up many
lights"

14_070: "quite a lot of walking to begin with following my stepfather in venice
and getting quite disoriented of all is intricate paths but then finally feeling
more oriented walking alone and later doing a lot of small walks to check
different lands to buy shortly next to iseo lake finding the terrain to steep and
then north west of my parents city of vicenza where all my ancestors are
approximately from and also doing a bit of walking in vicenza itself and brescia
waiting for the airport bus to take me back to sweden where i did some walking
with august despite the weather but also a bit walking in the netherlands and
particularly in utrecht going up and down to different print shops to prepare a
show for dublin"
18_067: "a tranquil month with little wind experienced from the beginning in
venice and then at my parents while doing activities with them outdoor like
walking or moving boxes from one garage to another but also checking around for a
new land to buy and finally getting back to stockholm and experiencing a lot of
wind but mostly by looking at it from my window giving the very bad weather and
also finding a cold but much more tranquil wind in the netherlands taking small
walks out of myrthe's new place"
16_071: "a month started with italian bad weather particularly in venice with rain
and exceptional high water yet still quite warm and in fact finding a beautiful
solar weather in santa caterina nearby my native highland where i bought a little
place to then come to sweden and find an awful bad weather but also some sun but
very short days before moving back to the longer days of the netherlands however
finding the temperature much more unbearable with the cold humidity and only one
day of sun"
15_060: "a quite okay month feeling happy about being with myrthe in our new and
spacious place in utrecht increasing our life quality and also getting very
enthusiast about the preparation of two big shows for next year as well as for my
thesis writing and the help i get from my supervisors and mostly almost from the
beginning feeling very happy about my new apartment in my native alps although
feeling a sad to have to leave such an amazing place and generally feeling quite
sick about traveling"
17_049: "a christmas holiday spent in italy still with august and liselott
enjoying the sun there and occasional clouds detecting several crocodiles as well
as boats with also several skulls and skeletons and only a few naked women"
06_038: "very little running done due to my physical conditions turned weaker by
the swedish darkness and the traveling resulting also in a stiff back made only
worst by running and also a frozen winter which anyway allowed me to run mostly
while in the netherlands most of the time at the tea spoon park feeling quite well
there with my purposely bought shoes and finding nice days to run"
02_128: "a month with trouble sleeping and a lot of moving around but eventually

at last having good dreams particularly related to my cottage and the surrounding
alpine landscape but also quite inspired by movies I watched most of all with
august and by the places where i slept like in the filthy studio that jacek rented
me with some weird people also living there and myrthe new house in utrecht"
09_092: "a month with small natural calamities but on the other hand a lot of
small

terrorist

attacks

commited

in

the

heart

of

civilized

countries

like

australia and france making me quite indignant about how the islam business is
turning out and beside that also much more fighting and uknown numbers of deaths
against the islamic state and still people dying of ebola"
03_072: "an autumn period of songs heard both in my new car reviving many opera
discs and in the university gym listening to the radio but also while with august
who started singing pop songs and with myrthe particularly in venice walking
around with my stepfather and hearing many songs in the church and from outside
buildings and even from people carrying trash as well as while being in vicenza at
my parents hearing anna singing and the tv playing songs but then also mostly not
hearing any music back in sweden and mostly hearing it while in the netherlands
with myrthe singing in her new house"
04_060: "a month mostly spent in the netherlands having no apartment of my own for
some time and breathing mostly bad air while commuting with the bus to the airport
and in the airport and otherwise finding decent air in the netherlands also going
out to run but not so much good air in stockholm walking to the library and to
august through quite some traffic"

